
----- Original Message ----- 

From: "ter" <ter@uic.edu> 

To: "Marilda Sotomayor" <marildas@usp.br> 

Sent: Monday, August 05, 2002 7:48 PM 

Subject: RE: ticket 

 

> Dear Professor Sotomayor 

> 

>  The First Brazilian Workshop on Game Theory, has left in me a memorable 

> experience from the point of view scientific content, and in the planning and 

> perfect execution of the program in all its minor details. The key aspects 

of the scientific program can be summarized. 

 

>  Often Game Theorists are engrossed in their own area of research and just the 

ordinary paper presentation, might motivate only well known researchers to get a hang 

of the other person's research. The appreciation is lot better with a longer preamble in 

terms of mini-courses on certain topics of common interest. Needless to say, people like 

Professor Aumann will inspire many young researchers to get into the field by 

his  lectures. I don't mind listening to him again on the definition of a cooperative game. 

He says some thing new each time and you admire such talks for his novel look at the 

same material. I liked the formal but quite a methodical presentation on 

auctions by Professor Vijay Krishna. he wrote every thing on the black board and this 

certainly helps students to digest the material at their own pace. I liked Professor Myrna 

Wooder's presentation where she was willing to explain toany querry with simple 

examples. The modern technology of power point was put tofull use in Professor Dov 

Samet's presentation of Shapley's ordinal bargaining solutions for 3 or more players that 

preserve invariance with respect to 

>monotone transformations. He stole the show for sure! I could add on and 

on tomany of the other mini-courses. 

A second aspect is to attract young researchers in Game Theory from across 

the world to come to Sao Paulo, a place they know only because you are there. 

 Many of the sessions helped young researchers to exchange research 

contacts. 

The Blue Tree Tower Hotel became a useful focal point for many of us to discuss each 

other's recent research between 6 and 7:30 am- a strategic deadline to atch the bus. The 

arrangement to pick us at the hotel by bus has its superb advantage for the organization. 

There is pressure for the participants to be on time to catch the bus. 

This discourages people who want to take it easy, to pay a penalty- a taxi ride to 

campus, whose cost could vary depending on the traffic on the road on thatday. Even if 

any one indulged once, their indiscipline was quickly tamed 

by  the added cost and after one round of laziness all participants were  meticulous to be 

punctual to catch the bus. It is a good strategy to keep the hotel half an hour away away 

from the campus. These arrangements were evry fine. 

Personally I would have liked the workshop to focus on cooperative gamesin general 

and in particular more on matching and assignment games. Theworkshop treated all 

aspects of game theory fairly for the mini courses and there were definitely many 

individual contributions on matching and assignments thatgave an opportunity for many 

of us to know the recent developments in this important arae of cooperative games. I 

talked to many students and young researchers from Brazil, Spain, England, Turkey, 

France and Israel and we had a real atmosphere for exchange of ideas. 
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The cultural programs were carefully designed with respect to their 

timings and were meticulous in the details of the arrangements. This gave a unique 

opportunity to experience the warmth and affection of the Brazilians at large and the 

Brazilian students, and the warmth and affection of faculty members across different 

Brazilian universities. The smiling Brazilian beauties who temporarily worked as 

secretaries for the workshop,  added a lot of 

pleasant memories to many participants. Their smiling faces still lingers in many of us. 

The language handicap I had was no handicap. They were very nice to take care of 

my  continued demand for various chores. 

More than any thing else, I met many new and young resaecrhers in Game theory, felt 

very happy in that whole atmosphere of serious workshop fully packed. I enjoyed every 

aspect of the cultural programs and the feast following each. I virtually got close to your 

whole family, I got deeply touched by strange people whom I met in streets who helped 

with affection and concern. You may not believe. I sent 25 post cards to fellow Game 

theorists and to my kith nd kin about the workshop and about places like Reo, paradise 

on earth. I will always look forward to visiting Brazil both for academic contacts and 

ectures nd to see this unique country for all the real wonders. With the packed orkshop I 

could sample only one millionth. The Workshop in my opinion achived all the targets it 

wanted to achieve and to me this is the best and that is how one should organize. I will 

always be happy to motivate students in the following two areas 

 1. Algorithms for solving structured classes of stochastic games. 

> 2. Algorithms for locating the nucleolus for cooperative games whose 

essential coalitions grow polynomial in size. 

> I will mail the original last page of the plane tickets tomorrow. 

> Thanking you once again for the wonderful workshop and the opportunity you created 

for many Game theorists to experince the beauty of Brazil. 

 

> Sincerely yours 

> 

> T.E.S. Raghavan 

> * I did manage to go to Iguatemi to buy 2001 CD of Bjhon. 

 


